Scrapbook or Memory Box
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Meets Standards

Approaching
Standards

Below Standards
The
The
The
scrapbook/memory
scrapbook/memory scrapbook/memory
Number of Items
box includes less
box includes 6
box includes 5
than 5 different
different items.
different items.
items.
The student fully
understands the
The student fully
The student's items
main aspects
behind character's understands some in the
scrapbook/memory
persona and every aspects behind
Understanding
character's persona box are weak and
item in the
Character
illustrate difficulty
scrapbook/memory and some of the
understanding how
box is related. For items in the
most of the items, scrapbook/memory to relate items to
the subject.
the relationship is box are related.
clear without
explanation.
Titles and
Titles and
Titles and
explanations were
explanations were explanations were
written clearly and
written clearly and written clearly and
Titles and/or text
were readable.
were easy to read. were easy to read.
are hard to read or
There was little
Item Explanation It is obvious why It is clear why your
missing. There is
understanding of
your selected items selected items are
no evidence of
most of the items
are in the
in the
understanding.
that were in the
scrapbook/memory scrapbook/memory
scrapbook/memory
box.
box.
box.
Writer makes more
Writer makes no
Writer makes 1-2 Writer makes 3-4
than 4 errors in
errors in grammar errors in grammar errors in grammar
Grammar and
grammar or
or spelling that
or spelling that
or spelling that
Spelling
spelling that
distract the reader distract the reader distract the reader
distract the reader
from the content. from the content. from the content.
from the content.

Attractiveness

Above Standards
The
scrapbook/memory
box includes 7 or
more different
items.
The student fully
understands the
main aspects
behind character's
persona and every
item in the
scrapbook/memory
box is related. For
all items, the
relationship is clear
without
explanation.
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The
The
scrapbook/memory scrapbook/memory
box is exceptionally box is attractive in
attractive in terms terms of design,
of design, layout, layout and
and neatness.
neatness.

The
scrapbook/memory
box is acceptably
attractive though it
may be a bit messy.

The
scrapbook/memory
box is distractingly
messy or very
poorly designed. It
is not attractive.

